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Abstract

The controversy over the nouon of emeigence has recently re-emerged
But a rigarous debate concenung how it might be explained or defined
often lacking Emergence is ducussed heir under two stnct conditions (I)
emergents can be predictable from the knowledge about a system's parts,
(11) emeigents can be regarded as dependent on, and deternuned by, the
system's nucro-structure O'Connor's definmon of an emergent property
is taken as a starting-point for a new definmon, mcorporating Emmeche
and colleagues' analysis of downward causauon and Baas' treatment of
emergence It is not necessary to assume that das defintaon might provide
die solution to the problem of emergence Rather, theoreucal pluralum
regardmg different pragmaucally-workable nouons of emergence is wel-
come The reality of emergents is discussed here from the standpoint of
Dennet's mild realism

1. Introduction

The debate about emergence has recently re-emerged (Kim 1999,
Cunnmgham 2001, PihIstrom 2002) This concept has been mcreas-
ingly employed in fields hke Artificial Life and neuroscience, often
without a ngorous debate concemmg how it might be explamed or
defined But we must keep the mearung of the term `emergence'
clear, masmuch as it has carned for a long time a burdensome load of
confusion about many of its aspects I advocate here an understand-
mg of emergence grounded on two smct condmons (t) an emergent
propertyl can be shown to be predictable from the knowledge about a
system's parts, and, even so, be properly charactenzed as 'emergem',
(n) an emergent property should be dependent cm, and determmed
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by, a system's mtcrostructure It is worth trymg to define emergence
under these smct conditions, as the resulting defimtion will be suf.
ficiently strong to overcome a number of cnticisms of this notion
And, if either of these conditions does not hold (e g, emergent prop-
entes are shown to be unpredtctable), this will only make the concept
stronger 'The oppostte wdl be true if we start regarding emergent
propemes as unpredictable from the knowledge of the parts

The unpredictability of emergents is mdeed a fundamental ciam
of most emergennst phdosophers Lloyd Morgan mamtamed that
emergents would be unpredictable, even if we had complete knowl-
edge of the antecedent events, component paris, and relevant laws
In his words, one cannot ever predict "the emergent expression of
some new kmd of relatedness among pre-existent events" (Lloyd
Morgan 1923 6) Notwithstanding its populanty among emergen.
tists, a number of authors consider that unpredictability, as an epts-
temological issue, does not fit properly m the core definition of emer-
gence, as an ontological concept (Bunge 1977a,b, Blitz 1992) We
should neither define emergence in tenns of explanation or predic-
non nor thmk that the explanation and/or prediction of an emergent
can eluninate ii If one sticks to the unpredictability of emergents,
any contender will be m a position to argue, say, that a given prop-
erty qualified as an emergent one is not really so The fact that we
cannot currendy predict it from the knowledge of the parts nught
simply result from a shortcoming of the current state of knowledge
and/or our cogrative systems 2

A possible solution is to transform the epistemological argument
about the unpredictability of emergents uno an ontological argument
about their indeterminacy In a well-known thought expenment, one
can imagine a Laplacian demon who would have a complete knowl-
edge of the fundamental laws of nature and the total dismbution of
matter at a certam pomt m the evolution of the umverse One may
dam, then, that if detemunism is not true, that demon wdl be
capable of predictmg the emergence of a given property, no matter
its complete knowledge But, as the debates about determintsm are
quite complex and controversial, and seem to be far from any gener-
ally accepted solutton, this would be too heavy a burden for a concept
of emergence to bear An account of emergence that does not rest on
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such a major assumption about the nature of the =verse is dearly
preferable

I also argue that emergents are dependent on, and detennmed
by, their underlying microstructure This clearly follows tf we treat
emergents as species of supervements Although there are emergen-
nsts who disagree with this position (e g, Humphreys 1997), it offers
a persuastve account of an Icica that many emergem:1st philosophtes
emphasize a given emergent property appears when, and only when,
certam appropnate basal conditions are sansfied by a system's mi-
crostructure This makes it possible to expiam emergence, and, fol-
lowing Bunge (1977a,b, 1979), I mtend to accept a philosophy that
combmes an acknowledgement of emergence with the thesis that
emergence is explamable and predtctable withm bounds

2. O'Connor's account of emergence

O'Connor (1994) offers a good startmg-pomt to understand the re-
lations between supervemence and emergence 3 He clauns that the
nature of an emergent property's dependence on the lower-leveI
propemes can be grasped if we flua of emergence as a species of
Kun's (1993 65) `strong supervemence' As emergent propernes are
charactenzed m relation to the propemes of an object's parts, the
defirunon of strong supervetuence should be couched as follows

(SS) A-propemes of objects strongly supervene on B-propemes of
their parts =df Necessanly, for any object x and A-property a,
if x has a, then there are B-properttes b, c, d (mcludmg re-
lational propemes) such that (i) some proper pares of x have
(vanously) b, c, d	 and (ti) necessanly, for any things col-
lecnvely havmg b, c, d	 there is an object of which they are
parts that has a (O'Connor 1994 96)

The concept of supervemence is usually assoaated with two basic
ideas concemmg the relations between sets of propemes dependence
and dete-nnmatum If a set of propernes A strongly supervenes on a set
of propemes B, tlus will mean, first, that any A-property is dependent
on some B-property If anythmg mstannates a given A-property, it
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or some part (or parts) of it instannates a gwen B-property or set of
B-propernes which is necessanly suffictent for that A-property The
supervemence relatou also entalis that A-propemes are determmed
by B-propemes, i e, nothmg can be just hke a gwen thtng as regards
us or its parts' B-propemes (mcludmg relattonal propernes) wtthout
also bemg just like it concemmg us A-propemes

These features of dependence and detetmmation apply both to
emergent and resultant propemes O'Connor (1994 97) advocates
an account of property emergence, fimng together the notions of su-
perveruence, non-structurality, and novel causal tnfluence, wluch seems
to offer, at first, an appropnate Istmcnon between emergents and
resultants Only supervemence would be common to both kmds of
propemes Emergents would be demarcated from resultants because
they are not structural propernes and have a detemunatwe mfluence
over the behavtor of a system's parts

O'Connor (1994 98) defines an emergent property as follows

(EP) Property P is an emergent property of a (mereologically-com-
plex) object O iff

(1) P supervenes on propemes of the parts of O,
(2) P is not had by any of the parts of O,
(3) P is clistinct from any structural property of O, and
(4) P has dtrect ('dovmward') detemunatwe mfluence on the par-

tem of behavior involving O's parts

Non-structurality entalis that an emergent property should be (a)
potentially had only by objects of some compleaty, (b) not had by
any of the objeces parts, (c) dtstuict from any structural property
of the object (O'Connor 1994 97) The &rd item involves the
definition of `structural property'

(SP) A property, S, is structural =df If and only tf proper parts
of parnculars havuig S have some property or propemes not
identical with S, and this state of affairs is, m part at least,
constautwe of the state of affairs of the paracular's havmg S
(O'Connor 1994 93)

O'Connor states that tlus nonon amounts to the ulea of `config-
uranonal partem' m Alexander's account of emergence This ac-
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count, albeit mfluential, would fail to capture a suffiaently strong
understandmg of emergence (O'Connor 1994 92-4) Akxander
([1920]1979, vol 2, book III, 47) dentifies emergent propernes with
configurational pattems O'Connor clauns that, once an emergent is
identffied with a structural property, one may say that it is not any-
thmg 'over and above' the having of ali the vanous microphysical
propernes and relations by an object's parts Alexander's vtew would
not establish a fundamental difference between resultants and emer-
gents

O'Connor proposes the nonon of `non-structurality' to differenti-
ate emergent propemes from configurational patterns Nonetheless,
a is quite difficult to understand properly what ti is meant by the idea
that emergents are `non-structural' or `non-configuranonar proper-
nes (El-Ham & Emmeche 2000, El-Ham 2000) It is hard to rec-
onale the nottons of `non-structurality' and 4strong supervemence'
When Kim examines supervemence m the context of levei theones,
he states that it naturally tums uno "the thests that propemes of a
whole are determmed by the propernes and relations that charac-
tenze its parts" (Kun 1997 278) And Vetermination' means that
"what lugher-level properttes a gtven entity has are totally fixed by
the lower-level propemes and relations charactenzmg its parts" (Kim
1996 222) Thus, when we charactenze emergents as speaes of su-
perventents, the very notton of `emergence' seems to be at nsk It
is not an easy task to expiam how the dam that emergents are de-
pendent on, and determmed by, the nucrostructure from which they
emerge can be reconaled with the thesis of thetr irreductbility

When we put the notions of `non-structurality' and `superven-
ience' together, emergent propemes show a seemingly paradoxtcal
relation with the propemes and relanons of a system's paris If an
emergent property supervenes on these propernes and relattons, we
can conclude that it is dependent on, and deternuned by, the latter
Nonetheless, tf that same emergent property is also non-structural, it
cannot, by definition, be constituted or totally fixed by the microstruc-
ture There is a cntical tension between the acceptance of strong
supervemence as a way of charactenzmg the dependence relanon
between an emergent and is nucrostructure and the Klea that emer-
gents are `non-structuraP (El-Harn & &meche 2000)
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Maybe we should try to understand, with Alexander, emergence
as a phenomenon related to particulaç special-case configurational
pattems observed ui entales hke orgamsms or mmds, mstead of ap-
pealing to the arguably obscure notion of `non-structurahty' Nev-
ertheless, before jumping to such a conclusion, we should consider
the possibility that O'Connor's account of the emergents' causal in-
fluence over a system's parts provides a way of reconahng superve -
mence with non-structurahty O'Connor understands 'novel causal
mfluence' as a temm mtended to capture

a very strong sense m which an emergenes causal mfluence is irre-
duable to that of the micro-propemes on which it supervenes it
bears its mfluence ut a direct, 'clownward' fasluon, in contrast to the
operation of a simple structural macro-property, whose causal influ-
ence occurs via the activity of the micro-propernes that constitute it
(O'Connor 1994 97-8)

This novel causal mfluence (In Campbell's (1974) terms, Vown-
ward causanon' [DCE) might expiam how an emergent property can
be non-structural, notwithstandmg tts determination by the subven-
mg properties and relations But consider, first, that the charac-
tenzanon of DC as the emergent's `chrece determmative influence on
the pattern of behavtor mvolving the objeces parts, Independently of
the microproperttes' aettvity, must be properly explamed, if one wishes
to understand this notton in a physicahst framework (El-Hant &
Pereira 2000) O'Connor (1994 102) construes the icica of down-
ward macrodetermination as the claim "that the emergent structurally
determines E 1 the systems' relational structure" `Structural deter-
mmation', by its turn, is concetved as "a spectes of causatton distinct
from ordmary efficient causation through time" (O'C,onnor 1994
103) It is not dear what other causal mode O'Connor has In mind
and, moreover, whether DC, when mterpreted accordmg to tt, could
be ascnbed to the emergent properties themselves (El-Ham & Em-
meche 2000) Another problem is that downward macrodetermma-
tton entads the fadure of microdetermmism It is necessary to expiam
m what sense emergence can be thought of as a spectes of strong su-
pervemence, while microdeterinmism, wluch follows from mereolog-
leal supervemence, does not hold As! understand it, O'Connor's ac-
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count of the emergents' causal mfluence does not yield a sattsfactory
explanation of das paradox It may be worth explonng Alexander's
idea that emergent propernes can be identified with configurational
patterns

3. Downward causanon

A proper explananon of DC may gtve us a ranonal buis for under-
standing emergence Nonetheless, DC is a hopeless problem for a
picture allowing only stnct efficient causation It is quite dtfficult
to understand the causal agency of a higher-level event, property or
entity over the lower-level components as an effictent cause, since
the part-whole relanon is simultaneous, not sequential Besides, an
interpretation of DC as an efficient cause is incompatible with a phys-
icahst (Emmeche et ai 2000, El-Ham & Pereira 1999, 2000,
El-Haru & Emmeche 2000, El-Ham St Videira 2001) 4

Emmeche and coworkers (2000) suggest that an Anstotehan un-
derstandmg of causality (see Ross [1923]1995, Lear 1988) may help
us grasp the nature of the causal mfluence of the whole over its parts
An emergentist framework would demand a revaluation of
cal causal nottons, resultmg m a sort of neo-Anstotehan approach
Other attempts to have Aristotehan causal nonons inspire biologi-
cal thought are found in Salthe (1985, 1993), Riedl (1997), Van de
Vilver et ai (1998), El-Ham & Pereira (1999, 2000), El-Haru St Em-
meche (2000), El-Hant & Videira (2001), Vinci &. Robert (2001)
When exammmg this approach, one should not forget that Anstotle
is only a reference pomt for inspira-fon 'The icica is not to preserve
Anstotle's analysts of causality or Anstotle's philosophy m as en-
nrety, but to re-mterpret it under the light of contemporary problems
and frames of reference It is natural that, m this re-mterpretanon,
new notions of causalay are substituted for the original meaning of
Anstotle's categones But one has still to consider that the Greek
word translated as 'cause' In Aristotle's works does not mean 'cause'
In the modem sense (Ross [192311995 75, Lear 1988 15) For
Anstotle, a 'cause' is not only an antecedent event suffictent to pro-
duce an effect or the goal of a given action, but the buis or ground
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of something He states that we understand sometlung when we
know why it is what II is, and the cause is what shows the `why' of
things bemg what they are (Physzcs 11 3, 194b17-20) CX In a more
observer-onented approach, when we descnbe, in Anstotehan terms,
the cause of somethmg, we are able to understand why it is classified
as a given land of entity in our classffication schemes This usage
of the term 'cause' m a broader sense than that estabhshed m mod-
ern philosophy makes ti equivalent to 'explanatory feature', so that
Anstode's four causes can then be said to correspond to four kmds
of explanation (Mackie 1995) 5

Emmeche and colleagues (2000 17) remterpret the Anstotelian
causal modes as follows (a) Efficient causahty is a cause -effect rela-
non involvmg an mteractional exchange of energy pertauung to en-
teies of a given levei and resultmg in a temporal sequence of causally
mterrelated states, (b) Material causahty refers to the immanent
propernes in the entittes of a given levei, (c) Formal causahty corre-
sponds to the form or pattem mto which the components of a given
entity or process are arranged, (d) Funcnonal causahty amounts to
the role played by a part wtthm an mtegrated processual whole, or
the purpose of a behavior as seen from the perspective of a system's
chance of remammg stable over time 6 They identify three versions
of DC (strong, medi= and weak), based on different interpretations
of the causal modes at stake Medium DC is the most interesting for
our purposes DC is not mterpreted, m the mechum version, as an
ordmary cause-effect relation — this interpretation is charactenstic
of strong DC In mechum DC, the central idea as that DC should be
understood as a land of formal causahty The startmg-pomt is the
observatton that higher-level entales come to be through the realiza-
non of a subset of the total number of possible arrangements of their
components, and tilar behavtor is always resmcted to a particular
region of the state space When lower-level entales are composmg a
higher-level system, the set of possible relanons among them is con-

stramed, as the system causes its components to have a much more or-
dered chstnbution m space-nme than they would have m its absence
This constramt on the components' relattons results from their bemg
part of the space-time forra, or panem, of the system's structures and
processes (formal causahty) Beatles, as their relations are thus re-
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stramed, the components perform specffic functions, contnbutmg to
the system's stability (funcnonal causahty) In short, the modificatton
suffered by a complex system's parts is understood, m medmm DC, as
a constraint zmplied by being part of a panem (El-Hant & Pereira 2000,
El-Haru & Emmeche 2000) 7

Anstotle claims (Physics II 7, 198a 25-7) that the effictent, for-
mal, and final causal modes are ali aspects of form This can be taken
to mean that the efficient causal relations observed at the micro-levei
depend, to be instannated, on the context provided by the Ingher-
levei panem of relations ia which they are embedded The effiaent
causal mteracnons observed ia a system at t ali take place at the lower
levei, but those very mteracnons that come to be at t were selected
by the system's state (and, in open systems, also by the environrnent)
at t— 1 This selection of the relattons instannated by a system's parts
can be interpreted as corresponding to an mstance of formal causal-
ity

Two assumptions are central ia fins interpretation of DC

(i) A higher-level entity (and its environment) consumis the de-
veloprnent of lower-level processes throughout its temporal
evolution by selectmg the particular set of relations among the
parts that will be instannated in each time t„ among ali the
posstble sets that could be selected m that time,

(u) A single set of lower-level entales may be the startmg-pomt for
the realization of drfferent lugher-level entales

Some important remarks on O'Connor's account of emergence
stern from thts neo-Anstotehan approach First, we can try now to
reconale DC with superventence Mediam DC allows us to unerpret
mereological dependence as a symmetnc relanon, m the sense that,
while efficient interactions between the components realize the form
or panem of structures and processes observed at the higher-level
ennty, the form constrains the efficient interactions that will realize
the followmg state mstannated by the system The best way to un-
derstand the tclea of mereological co-deternunation is as follows the
part-whole relatton is synunemc iii virtue of the conjunction of two
unct depend,ence relations, both asymmetric superveruence cmd DC As
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mereologtcal dependence contams another (asymmemc) determina-
tive relation besides supervemence, we can ciam that macroprop-
emes are not wholly determmed by micropropernes, despite the de-
pendence and determmation features embodied m the supervemence
relanon

Secondly, DC, thus mterpreted, cannot be consistently ascnbed
to emergent propernes as such The idea that ti is the higher-level
entity as a whole which has a formal causal influence over its parts
seems both reasonable and natural If this mterpretation is accepted,
it will follow that downward macrodetermination does not stem from
emergent propernes, rather, new propernes emerge In evolutton be-
cause of the constraming acnon of wholes over parts This idea
quite different from the usual daun that emergent properttes "bnng
mio the world new causal powers of their own, and, m particular, that
they have powers to influence and control the direction of lower-Ievel
processes from which they emerge" (Kim 1999 6)

The constrammg action of a system over its components can be
mterpreted m terms of orgaruzauonal principies that have a downward
effect on the dynamics, distnbunon and magnitude of lower-level
events and entales (Emmeche et ai 2000 25, Blitz 1992 161-2)
Natural selection can be mterpreted so as to provide an example
Campbell (1974 181) mentions the case of the jaws of a worker
termite or ant The laws of macromechamcs are obviously obeyed
by these structures Nonetheless, these laws are only one of the ex-
planatory pnnciples required to understand the molecular features of
the jaws

Selection at that levei has optimised viability, and has thus optmused
the form of parts of orgatusms, for the worker termite and ant and
for their sohtary ancestors We need the laws of levers, and organum-

levet seiection E 1 to expiam the particular distnbution of protems
found m the jaw and hence the DNA templates gmdmg their pro-
duction (Campbell 1974 181)

The distribution of molecular components In the jaws of worker
termites and ants depends upon the histoncal process of selectton,
and tias selectwe process crucially depends on the global state of the
orgamsms and their environment Natural selection can be inter-
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preted as a lora of formal cause, epaoinizing the constranung condi-
nons operatmg over orgamsms (considermg, as Campbell, orgarusm-
levei selection) as parts of the spano-temporal form of a population
of conspecifics and its environment (including other populations)
Natural selection is a very strange kmd of 'force' (Williams 1973), if
ti is a force at ali (Walsh 2001) Forces typically change the char-
actenstics of the objects over which they act, as In the alteration of
the state of movement of a bilhard-ball by a cue But, when we con-
sider that natural selection often 'acts' (although not always) over
individual orgamsms, ti seems that natural selection is different from
a force, as a does not change directly the charactenstics of individ-
uais, but the distnbunon of charactenstics m a given population It
seems madequate to tiunk of natural selection as a `force', and a pos-
sible reason for this lies In the fact that tias term suggests an efficient
causal action Natural selection could be rather understood m terms
of a relational pattem observed m a populanon and as environment
that consumos the operamos of a large number ot efficient causes,
mvolved m each event in an mdivalual's history of hfe wiuch is coo-
sequential for as survival and reproducnon

Polanyi (1968) mamtained that the notion of `boundary condi-
nons' is useful for charactenzmg the condimos that consumo the
behavior of an entay at a given levei He observed that machmes are
peculiar thmgs, as they work by applymg mediai-mal power accord-
mg to the laws of physws but possess a structure shaped by humans
in order to harness these laws to serve specific purposes They work
under the control of two distinct pnnciples

The higher one is the principie of the machme's design, and this har-
nesses the lower one, which consisto tn the physical chemical pro
cesses on wiuch the machme rehes (Polanyi 1968 1308)

The lugher pnnciple amounts to "the imposing of boundary con-
chtions on the laws of physws and chemistry" (Polanyi 1968 1308)
A hvmg orgamsm worics under the control of similar principies both
as environment and as spatio-temporal forra can be thought of
as boundary condinons harnessing the physical-chemical processes
through which as components perform functions contributing to the
mamtenance of as dynamical stabffity (Polanyi 1968 1310)
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At any given time t, any system is constramed to one element of
the total set of its possible states If we represent the successive states
of the system in a state space, we will see that a is always confined
to a particular region of that space According to medium DC, the
system's dynamics, as shown by the trajectory of tts representative
polia in the state space, depends on the selection, at each time t, of
one among several possible states by the overall state of the system
aself and lis environment (for open systems) at t— 1 In the temporal
evolunon of a system, we can detect critica! tunung pomts, iii wluch
a new kmd of relatedness among pre-existent entales is estabhshed
and a qualitative change In the mode of evolution takes place Prop-
erty emergence is related to such cntical tunung points, where new
patterns of organization (and, thus, consumias) are estabhshed m a
given system A specific set of propernes emerges in a given system
for the mole fact that tt is that kind of system, constrained to a partic-
ular region of the state space Or, else, emergent propernes appear m
the system because its paris are orgaruzed in a restricted sei of states of
relatedness (forms) li is not that emergent propernes appear because
the system is 'more than the sum of the paris', but simply because a is
that particular kind of sum (Hofstadter 1980 333) Because each state
of each system is a particular kmd of sum of the parts, it is necessary
to descnbe not only the paris but also the constraming conditions
actmg over them Any higher-level system is obviously constauted
by as components and their relations, but these relauons are what they
are m time of the selection of a particular state of relatedness among sev-
era! posstble ones, m accordance with the previous state of the higher-level
system itself

From this perspective, nothing more is required to expiam prop-
erty emergence but the fact that a given system always instannates a
particular subset of its possible states, and, thus, a number of prop-
erties which are not found in the paris themselves or in other re-
gions of the state space, where different modes of organization are
mstannated There is nodung mystenous about emergence It
a phenomenon that can be explained and, maybe, even predicted
Nonetheless, the explananon or predicnon of an emergent property
does not elunmate a, &ince the fact remams that a system is con-
stramed to a particular region of the state space and realizes a specific
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set of propernes, qualitatively different from those realized m other
regions

Contrary to O'Connor's approach, medium DC suggests that
emergent propernes can be identified with configurational patterns,
as Alexander dauns

To adopt the ancient distinction of form and matter, the kmd of
existent from which the new quality emerges is the `matter' which
assumes a certam complexity of configuration and to tlus panem
or universal corresponds the new emergent quahty But whereas up
to the present we have been content to treat the quality as some-
thmg which is correlated with a certam configuration of its basis,
we can now, following the clue of the relation between mind and its
body, Identity the quality with its peculiar form of body (Alexander
[192011979, vol 2, book III, 47)

4. Emergence and reduction

It is not necessary to regard emergent propernes as `non-structural'
or `non-configurationar to avoid a full-blown reduction of a higher-
levei theory, concerning entales mstannating emergent propernes, to
a base theory about the nucrostructure from which they emerge (El-
Ham & Emmeche 2000) Consider, for instance, that a mental prop-
erty, M„ actually supervenes on a complex of mterrelated neuronal
groups, Spo, and not on a monadic property, P, 8 it is natural, then,
to thmk that Mi 's mstannation depends on how the neurons are or-
gantzed and structured In Sixo M, can be regarded as an emergent
property because, at a considerably high levei of bram organization
(which we call `nund, 9, it is the higher-level equivalent of the state
of relatedness among neuronal groups Sp(i) 10

We thus become aware [ 1 that a process with the distinctive qual-
ity of mind or consciousness is In the same place and time with a neu-
ral process [ ] We are forced, therefore, to go beyond the mere
correlation of the mental with these neural processes and to Identity
them There is but one process wluch, being of a specific complex-
ity, has the quality of consciousness [ 1 (Alexander [1979]1920,
vol 2, book III, 5-6)
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We should never lose from sight, when cliscussing the relanons
between mental propernes and their basal conditions, that the lat-
ter always comes as morphological arrangements m the bram To see
how mental functions are embodted, to expiam psychological emer-
gent propernes in terms of their neurophystological bases, we should
keep iii mind that the major buis of bram function is morphology
In fins connection, we should talk about 'relational supervemence'
and recognize that constratung condmons are quite important when
we examine this ktnd of supervemence Consider a causal relation
between two thoughts, M 1 and M2 As to the reason why a given set
of relanons among neuronal groups Sp j , or, altematwely, an n-adic
relation S 1 , realizes a gwen thought M 1 , a compellmg explanation
that the way the relations wIthm that particular set are constramed
malces it realize M 1 , rather than other possible thoughts And, con-
cerrung the tram of thought from M 1 to M2, we can plausibly ciam
that the state of relatedness among neuronal groups Spi constratns
the range of possibilines m the followmg Instant In time, so that a
particular panem Sp2 , among several possible ones, is selected, and,
for this reason, M2 is instannated

Notice that I am conceding that a gwen thought, M„ is identi-
fied with a state of relatedness at the micro-levei, which can
be descnbed, in Alexander's terms, as a `configurational panem' M,
is mstannated simply because Sp® is that kmd of neuronal pattem
We can thus moderate the claim that mental propernes (and arguably
other Iugher-level propemes) are distinct from tileis underlymg phys-
leal bases, as 1Cim (1993 356) urges us to do 11

It is not difficult to see how this can be important Consider
(1998) cancism of CYConnor's account of emergence, because of its
assumption of `pure' supervemence Heti considers doubtful that the
concept of supervemence can bear the explanatory weight it is often
thought to provide The mam pomt m his argument is that superve-
mence as standardly charactenzed (e g, in O'Connor's approach)
only a modal concept Nonetheless, what is more important is not
that supervemence holds, but why it holds One has to answer what
features of the way we understand the world could make it the case
that a gtven set of propemes supervenes on another set Heil con-
siders several possible explananons of the supervemence relation,
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cludmg M = P, i e, if M and P are propernes, then M and P are one
and the same property Here, I suggest a different land of Identity as
concerns emergent properttes, supplementmg Hed's mventory of rea-
sons for a supervemence relanon to hold M = Sp I mtend to avoid a
problem m O'Connor's account, wluch also has to do with the claun
that emergents are `non-structurar

Unhke a structural property E E , an objeces havmg an emergent
property is In no sense constauted by tts constituent objects havmg
the propernes they have An emergent property, then, supervenes
on properties of an objeces parts, but tlus supervemence is `pure'
It is not a matter of constautton, In the way the supervemence of
a structural property is a matter of parts constautmg wholes (Heti
1998 152)

Heti constders the idea that there could be cases of Imre' super-
vernence unfounded Superveru.ence clauns must be justified, he ar-
gues, through some ontological relanon By claimmg that the su-
perventence of emergents on thetr basal conditions is explatned by an
identification of emergents with lower-level configuranonal patterns,
I mtend to be clear about the reasons why a superventence relation
holds m dus case

But couldn't this be a capitulation to reductiontsm 7 I know
that the stance 1 am advocating here may not be non-reducnve
enough for many philosophers, but I still thmk it maintams most of
the fundamental gains of a non-reducnve physicaltst stance, whil
avolding a significant shortcoming of this position, namely, property
dualism, wluch seems to be incompatible with a physicahst position
worthy of the name (Kim 1989, Bickle 1998) Maybe this phdosophi-
cal posttion could be called, followmg Bickle, a `new-wave reducnon-
ism', but I do not mtend to fight over labels here It is better to discuss
what kmd of `reduction' is mvolved In dus account of emergence and
DC and what are its consequences (also El-Ham & Emnaeche 2000)
An emergennst "conceives of reduction pnmanly as an expianatzon,

somedung that renders the reduced phenomena intelligible by ex-
plairung why they occur under just those conditions m which they m
fact occur" (Kim 1996 228 See also Kim 1999 12) Reduction has
a role to play m emergennsm, provided it can be seen as a tool for
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explauung why the higher-level, emergent phenomena occur under

just the condittons in which they m fact occur And these conditions
necessaniy involve the organization and structure where such phe-
nomena take place But to what kuld of reductton should we refer In
dus case ? For the sake of my arguments, I will take Bunge's distmc-
non between `strong' and `weak' reducnon as a starttng-pomt Bunge
defines full (or strong) reduction as follows

[SR] Let Ti and T2 be two theones or hypotheses Then, 1'2 is fully
reductble to T1 if and only if Ti entalis T2 (i e, T2 follows
logically from Ti ) (Bunge 1977a R80)

When we take relational superveruence senously, ti becomes ciear
that the kmd of reducnon that follows from the Kientificanon of
emergents with configuranonal patterns is not a strong one, but what
Bunge calis a partia! (or weak) reduction

[WR] Let Ti and T2 be two theones or hypotheses and let S be a
nonempty set of assumpttons not contamed In either T i or T2
Then, T2 is pamally reducible to T i if and Only if Ti iointly
with S entalis T2 (i e, T2 follows logically from the umon of
Ti and S) (Bunge 1977a R80)

Emergence and reduction are not mcompanble Bunge states that
full reduction can only be achieved m the case of theones that do
not refer to emergents, and partia! reducnon is the sole possibility
when there are emergents among the predicates of the theory be-
In reduced The addittonal assumpnons mvoived In parnal reduc-
non concem the orgaruzational principies (and, thus, the constrain-
IN condmons) at work til a system (Emmeche & El-H= 2000)
Tius sort of reducnon provides us with explanations of the phenom-
ena studied by the target theory through mechamsms descnbed by a
base theory Nonetheiess, it does not allow us to eimunate lugher-
levei descaptions or to decrease the number of independent assump-
ttons about the world, smce tt requtres a nonempty set of assumpttons
concerrung organizai:tonal principies and preserves emergent proper-
nes It is a land of reduction that, on the one hand, cannot pro-
vide some of the resuits a reductive physicahst is usually looking for,
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and, on the other, allows a non-reductive physicahst to obtam at
least part of what she wants, e g, the mamtenance of the special
sciences as autonomous, albeit not entirely independent, fields of
research

On the one hand, the approach advanced m this paper is con-
sistent with an 'ontological reducnonism', i e , the behef that there is
but one `world stuff and that das is material This ciam is equivalent
to the nonon of 'ontological physicalism', as typically understood in
the philosophy of mmd (e g , Hellman & Thompson 1975, Kim 1993,
1995, 1996, Boyd et ai 1991) On the other hand, this approach is
not compatible with either 'methodological reductionism', clamung
that the best scientific strategy is always to attempt explanation in
tenns of ever more minute entales, or such an extreme theory re-
ductionism as exemplified m the so-called 'Unity of Science' move-
ment, comnutted to the behef that eventually ali sciences will and
should be reduced to one super-theory, typically taken to be a final,
complete physical theory (e g, Oppenheim & Putnam [195811991)
This stance mtends to combine the ontological ciam that ali emales
m the world are made from the very same materiais, and the episte-
mological and methodological claims that different modes of expia-
nation and mvestigation should be used to account for phenomena
at different leveis of complexity

5. Defmmg an emergent property

Baas (1994, 1996) conceives emergence as an explanatary strategy, ,
recognizing the function of the observer in establishing an emergent
property as a requirement at any levei 12 He analyzes emergence
m tenns of a senes of abstract construcnon processes Consider a
set S 1 of first-order structures By some observational mechanism
Obs i (S 1 ), we can obtam or `rneasure' their propernes These struc-
tures can be subjected to a family of mteracnons, Int, from which a
new kmd of structure appears, S2 = R(S i , Obs 1 (S 1 ), Int), with R stand-
ing for the result of the construction process S2 is a second-order
structure, whose propernes can be obtained through another obser-
vanonal mechamsm, Obs2 , also capable of observing the first-order
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structures Baas defines P as an emergent property of S2 if and only if
P belongs to the set Obs 2(S2 ) but not to the set Obs2(Si )

Baas' defirution is similar to other defirunons of an emergent prop-
erty (e g, Bunge 1977b 97, Blitz 1992 179), with the unportant dif-
ference that tt highlights the observer's role Accordmg to this def-
uution, resultant and emergent properttes are different because the
former are observed m a system's parts, and the latter, not I thmk it
is also important, when definmg emergent properties, to reveal what
kind of relanon is supposed to exist between these properties and
the system's nucrostructure As in the case of O'Connor's definmon,
El-Hatu & Emmeche (2000 272) and El-Hani & Videira (2001
323) propose a defimuon of an emergent property including more
than the claim that such a property is only observed at the levei of
the whole

(EP) A property P is an emergent property of a (mereologically-
complex) object O =df iff

(1) P supervenes ou propernes and relations of the paris of O,
(2) P is not observed tu any of O's paus, i e , it belongs to the sei

Obs2(S2), but not to the set Obs2(S1),
(3) O has a downward formalifunctional causal mfluence over its

paris, constrammg their relations m space-time $o that the
partem of constramts reahzes and, thus, explams P

Three important changes in relation to O'Cormor's defirution
must be noted (1) das new defimtion dispenses with the notion
of non-structurahty, (2) it mcorporates Baas' emphasis ou the role
of the observer m estabhshmg an emergent property, (3) it modifies
the account of DC, avoidmg any expresston that might hmt at a too
strong mterpretation of this phenomenon and ascnbmg it to the ob-
ject as a whole, not to the emergent properues themselves

This defirution includes a smulanty between resultants and emer-
gents both are superveruents It highhghts two differences first,
emergents are not observed in a system's paus, whde resultants are,
secondly, to expiam why an emergent is observed, we need to con-
sider the panem of constramts affectmg the behavior of the system's
paus, whde this is not necessary for explaming resultants This def-
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mition (as O'Connor's) does not consider emergents to be unpre-
dtctable

It is not necessary to assume that this defitunon might provide the
solutton to the problem of emergence Ratheç theoretical plurahsm
regardmg different pragmatically-workable nottons of emergence is
welcome (El-Haru & PthIstrom 2002)

6. On the reahty of emergents

As emergent propemes are alenttfied wah configurational patterns,
one may naturally ask tf there would be any cogent reason for preserv-
ing them tn our descnptions and explanattons of reahty Emergentists
are typically property duahsts, clatnung that, say, the relation be-
tween mental and neural propemes is a matter of two distinct prop-
emes lawfully covarymg with one another (Kirn 1993 364) This
is a central Klea m many non-reductwe physicahst approaches too
Nonetheless, it is hard to gwe a proper explanation, from a physical-
ist standpomt, to the idea that the mstantiation of a mental prop-
erty is somethmg more than the mstannation of tis neural substrate,
that mental propernes are sometlung `over and above' their physt-
cal/biologtcal bases In the absence of such an explanation, men-
tal propemes cannot be regarded as ontologically irreducible with-
out breachmg fundamental tenets of physicalism (Kim 1993, 1998,
Bickle 1998) For a phystcalist who rejects property dualism, some
kmd of Identity theory 13 , as regards, say, the mmd-body problem,
seems to be the most attractive option But if she also mtends to be
a non-reducnve physicahst, she may wonder if tlus stance couldn't
be defensible, not as a purely ontological doctnne, m tenns of prop-
erty dualism, but as a more eptstemologically- and methodologcally-
onented stance (El-Ham & PihIstrom 2002)

I stated above that, although the mstannation of a mental prop-
erty does not correspond to the mstannation of a monadic neural
property, it is identical with the instannation of a state of relatedness
among neuronal groups But, then, why should we mamtain men-
tal (and other high-level) propemes In our pictures of the world, if
they can be ulnmately regarded as identical with lower-level states
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of relatedness ? I will deal with tlus question by discussmg, first, the
fundamental issue of what it is to be 'real' and, then, argumg for the
'reahty' of emergents

Kim (1992 134,1993 348,1996 128-30) clarim that to be real is

to have causal powers If mental propernes are real, they should have
causal powers that are not merely a consequence of their phystcal
bases (Kun 1996 230) In tlus perspective, it will be hard to maintam
the reality of emergents, if they are identified with configurational
pattems (cf Kim 1999 16)

But let us consider a different account of what it is to be real,
based on Dennett's arguments about the reality of pattems 14 In
this connection, it is unportant to overcome the simple opposition
between realism and anti-realism, as well as the strong reahst stance
usually found ui the emergence debate (cf El-Ham Cst Pihlstrom
2002)

Dennett (1991a 27) aslcs if there are really behefs, or do neuro-
sctence and psychology show that, stnctly speaking, behefs are fig-
ments of our imagmation ? Such ontological questions are generally
regarded as admitting just two answers either behefs extst or they do
not We should be either reahsts or ehmmative matenahsts Dennett
challenges this chchotomy by explonng a feature shared by behefs
and mathematical objects both are abstract objects The reahty of
abstract objects can be discussed along `metaphystcar or `sclenttftc'
avenues The former concerns the reahty of abstract objects m gen-
eral, whde the latter conaders thetr saentific utthty Dennett (1991a
30) chooses the sctentMc path, constdenng that what is generally at
stake is not the ulttmate metaphysical status of concrete or abstract
objects, but whether behefs and other mental states are as real as elec-
trons or centers of gravity He ciam that centers of gravay are real
because they are good abstract objects, as they are scientifically useful
(Dennett 1991a 28-9) Thus, he avotds the dichotomy between re-
alism and elumnativism, proposuig a nulder reahsm as an attractive
position regardmg the status of behefs I will argue for the reality of
emergents from the standpomt of this nuld realism 15

Considering the success of the predicnons of other people's be-
havior usually found m 'folk psychology', Dennett (1991a 29) clamais
that it depends, as m the case of any prediction, on the exploranon of
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some order or pattern m the world But what is the panem a panem
of? Are the patterns only ia our nunds ? Or are they real entales ? To
analyze the reality of pattems, he considers, first, some objects gener-
ated by lum (*ames' Figure 1) Frames A—F were made by pnntmg
ten rows of mnety dots, ten black dots followed by ten white dots,
etc The overall effect is the pimting of five equally spaced black
squares ia the window In each frame, a pseudo-random 'rume' inter-
feres with the actual pnntmg 'The noise raios are A, 25%, B, 10%,
C, 25%, D, 1%, E, 33%, F, 50% Constder that each frame presents
a specific pattem What is this pattern ? What does it mean to say
that it is 'really' there?

lic4leakailLa Ri .2111 - AR II 11
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Figure 1 Dennetes frames (from Dennett 1991) 16

Dennett (1991a 32-3) analyzes the task of transmitting mforma-
non about his `frames' How many bits of mformation will it take to
accomplish this task? One could simply send the frame's 'bit map',
identifymg each dot sena= Tlus verba= quotanon is the most ac-
curate method to transmtt the information, but a is surely the least
efficient But there are other possibilines, with different reta-tons
between efficiency and accuracy For instance, frame D could be de-
scnbed as "ten rows of tunety dots, ten black followed by ten white,
etc , with the followmg exceptions dois 57, 88, etc " This expres-
mon, suitably encoded, will be much shorter than 900 bits long (the
number of bus required to send the frame's bit map) 'The compa-
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rabie expressions for transuutting the other frames will mclude more
excepnons, and, thus, be propornonally longer

Chaitin's (1975) definition of `mathematical randomness' allows
us to grasp the idea of a real panem A senes (of dots, numbers, etc )
is random if and only if the information required to desenhe the senes
is mcompressable, i e, nothmg shorter than the verbatun bit map will
preserve it (Dennett 1991a 32) We can deduce, then, that a senes
is not random, showmg a real pattern, if and only if there is a more
efficient way of descnbing it

A panem exists m some [set of] data — is real — if there is a de-
scnption of the data that is more effiaent than the bit map [ 1
(Dennett 1991a 34)

Conway's Game of Life offers an example midway between the
world of dot frames and the world of folk psychology Dennett dis-
cerns two leveis m the Game of Life, a `physicar levei, where indi-
vidual cells and their pattems of change accordmg to a set of simple
rules (the 'physics' of the Life world) are descnbed, and a lugher levei,
where we find a series of distinct configuranons

there are the eaters, the puffer trams, and space rakes, and a
host of other aptly named demzens of the Life world that emerge
m the ontology of a new Levei This levei has its own language,
a transparent foreshortenmg of the tedious descnpttons one could
give at the physical levei [ ] Note that there has been a distmct
ontological shit as we move between leveis, whereas at the physical
levei there is no motion, and the only individuais, cens, are defined
by their fixed spatial location, at this design levei we have the motion
of persista-1g obJects [ 1 (Dennett 1991a 39)

Those two leveis are clifferent descriptions of the same set of data,
albeit an ontological sluft can be perceived when we move from one
descnprive levei to another Furthe4 when we ascend to the higher
levei m the Life world, adopting its ontology, we can predict the be-
havior of configurations or even systems of configuranons without
havmg to bother to compute the physical levei Those lugher-level
configuranons can be regarded, from a mild realist standpoint, as real
patterns they are more effiaent than the bit map as concerns the
transmission of information m the Life world
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The same reasorung can be apphed to folk-psychological prole-
non (Dennett 1991a 46-9) Constder the statement "that man
stanng at the lady's purse is probably tlunkmg about stealmg te
From the folk-psychological standpoun, this is not a difficult predic-
non Nevertheless, it is and probably will always be an mtractable
problem when framed at the levei of the physical language Sim-
ply imagine the task of describing the scene m terms of elementary
parttcles ot; else, the thoughts involved In the precita-10n m terms
of the physical-cherrucal events taktng place m each neuron In the
eyewitness' bram Besides, whereas the meamng of the event is read-
ily discenuble in the folk-psychological partem, it is very hkely that
the same will not be true ia the physical descnption For a mild
reahst, the patterns of folk psychology are quite real, as the 1:nen-
nona' stance allows a huge compression of the information needed
to descnbe the phenomena at stake 'The scale of compression in the
phystcal language is certamly much smaller Both patterns, despite
then obwous differences, can be regarded as real, but their reality is
dependent on different contexts, and they serve different purposes

These arguments can help us understand the relatton between
matter and forrn A system m the focal levei (Salthe 1985) is mattet-
relative to the tmmediately lugher-level systems and forrn relative to
the unmediately lower-level systems

Any whole is a form composed of material elements, but each of
these material elements considered In turn can only be descnbed by
looking at a lower levei of fora arrangements of smaller elements
m space Thus matter and foim are m fim view opposmg but not
contradictory points of view of the same reahty seca 'from above'
a given phenomenon is form which is secondanly composed of ma-
terial elements, seen 'from below' a given phenomenon is matter
which is secondanly moulded lato some form A common material-
ist mistake now amounts to see the first of these views as superficial
or subject-mut, makmg questions of form impossible to grasp for sct

ence (Ernmeche et ai 1997 106)

When we desenhe a mereological system 'from above' or 'from
below', we obtam dzfferent descriptums of the same dung Both can
be regarded as real, gnren that their unhty is well-defined When
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the system is seen 'from above', form is emphasized, while the ma-
tenal components recede to the background When tt is seen 'from
below', matter Is accentuated while form is in the background In
a strong realism, tt is harder to mantam that both descnptions are
equally real The search for the 'real nature of nature' encourages a
commument to quite strong, radtcally reductiontst vaneties of mate-

lured by the ultimate descnpnve leveis of reality Reducttve
approaches are often related to value-judgernents concenung what
is more 'real' or more 'fundamental' (Midgley 1995 135-7) The
Klea that explanations framed m the vocabulary of physics are to be
preferred frequently stems from the thought that this science stands
nearer to an ultunate account of matter Many physicists no longer
beheve that physics deals with the 'ultimate building-blocks' of mat-
ter, but lay people and also some scientists and philosophers still seem
to feel, on these grounds, that physics vvtll someday provide the only
proper explanation of everythmg

A mild realist is m a better posmon to claim that we should m-
vestigate how can we combine multtlevel descnpttons of the world m
a single explanatory ptcture, mstead of trymg to reduce ali descnp-
nons to the smallest chunks of the world This stance allows us to
dnft towards the perspective that different ways of tallang about the
phenomena are philosophtcally more mterestmg than a single reduc-
tiorust descnption (El-Ham & Pereira 2000) This is another route
to the umty of science, and, m my vtew, a better one At last, what
needed for science as a whole to be a umfied study of nature is only
that the different sciences form a connnuous cham and ali of them
be subjected to certam general requirements regarded as necessary
for scienttfic investtgation as, for mstance, advancing propositions
that can be empmcally tested

We can argue for the reahty of behefs (and other mental iterns)
on the following grounds a behef is a real pattem to the extent that
it provides a more efficient way of transmitting information about
a person's brain state than a descnpnon of each neuron's locanon,
set of connections and acttvation state (the neuroanatotrucal and
neurophystological map') Eluninative matenahsts propose diat
the neurosciences will offer m the future better descnprions than the
mentahst or intentional stance But, as Dennett (1991a 50-1) ar-
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gues, even if the intentional langaage were translated int° the neuro
biological jargon, the fact could remam that a panem descnbed from
the intentional stance is, for a number of purposes, more efficient
and useful as a descnption of a bram state corresponding to a gwen
intentional category than the neuroanatornical and neurophysiologi-
cal bit map Thus, we could still advocate its reality Dennett (1987
1) clauns that, even though the bram is, after ali, the mmd, many
things need saymg that cannot be said In the restncted languages of
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and behavioral psychology

Similarly, the reality of an emergent property can be advocated
whenever it amounts to a more efficient descnpnon (for some pur-
pose) of the configurational panem with which it is identified than a
micro-levei description of that same configuranon From this per-
spective, to Identity emergent propernes with configurational pat-
tems does not entali that they should be ehminated from our de-
scnpnons of the world Even tf such an Identity is held to obtain, it
can be still clear that many things need saying that cannot be said in a
language that never refers to higher-level, emergent properties Cer-
tainly, this is not so strong as property dualism but a milder stance,
to the effect that different theoretical objects are scientifically useful
for dealing with different leveis of complexity

As it identifies emergent propernes with configurational patterns,
this account of emergence may be mterpreted in the sense that I
would be giving up an emergent property E as a 'geriu/ri& property
and only recognmng the expression 'E' or the concept E It could
amount, thus, to a ktnd of elimmative reducnon, recommending
"the elimmation of E as a property, retammg only the concept E
(which may play a pracucally indispensable role m our dzscourse, both
ordrnary and saentific)" (Kim 1999 17 Emphasis added) But can
we easily distinguish `germine' propernes from `mere' concepts 7 To
advocate such an easy chstinction may be tantamount to assummg a
pre-Kantian or pre-Wittgenstemian metaphysical stance (Pthlstrom
2002, El-Harn & Pffilstrom 2002) `Pre-Kantian' In the sense that,
bnefly, Kant's account of the nature and limas of human understand-
ing presents a watershed for metaphysics that cannot be ignored, con-
ceiving `things-m-themselves' as entales In a reality which must be
assumed to underlie and ui some way be responsible for expenence,
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though remaming unknowable Kanes metaphysics can be thought
of as a sort of `metaphysics of expenence', a substitute for tradittonal
metaphysics which makes tt difficult to support a convincing distmc-
non between sometlung that is a `genume' property and something
that is `merely' a concept Pre-Wittgenstenuan', very bnefly, because
it conceives properties which are not, at the same time, concepts,
or, in other words, wluch are not always conceptualized Matnly for
the later Wingenstem, there is nothmg that escapes the hnguistic
domam In short, it is hard to maintain such a duality between prop-
emes and concepts In a philosophical posinon talang due account of
the consequences of Kanes and Wittgenstem's ideas Once we as-
sume that the expenenced, cogruzed world is always conceptualized,
msofar as it is a world of human expenence, tt becomes problemanc
to draw a sharp distmcnon between 'real' propernes and `mere' con-
cepts

Dennett's nuld realism suggests that a property E can be retamed
m our pictures of the world exactly if it plays an mdispensable role
m our discourse It is not sunply the case of argumg for the reality
of emergents iii metaphystcal terms, rather, one can advocate the sci-
enufw utibty of emergence as a modelmgjexplanatory tool Instead
of sunply worrymg about "what emergent propernes [ 1 can do —
that is, how they are able to make theff special contributions to the
ongoing processes of the world" (Kun 1999 22), we can ask what
emergents can do in our theones about the world

Kun (1999 25) clauns that emergent propernes are "supposed
to represent novel additions to the ontology of the world, and thts
could be so only if they brmg with them gertumely new causal powers"
Nonetheless, new modes of organization of a system's parts, Instant',
ating new propernes that can be descnbed as lower-level configura-
tional patterns but represent important addinons to our set of useful
concepts, are more relevant as novel addittons to the ontology of the
world And, moreovet these new modes of organization brmg with
them, accordmg to medium DC, genumely new mstances of formal
causation

This account of emergence and DC is compatible with the fflea
that "we may try to salvage downward causanon by giving it a con-
ceptual interpretation That is, we mterpret the luerarclucal leveis as
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leveis of concepts and descnptions [ 1, rather than leveis of prop-
emes and phenomena in the world We can then speak of downward
causanon when a cause is descnbed In terms of lugher-level concepts,
or in a higher-level language, higher m relanon to the concepts in
which its effect is represented [ 1 The conceptual approach may
not save real downward causanon [ 1, however, tt may be a good
enough way of saving downward causal explanauon, and perhaps tlus
is ali we need or should cate about” (Kim 1999 33) From a mdd
reahst standpomt, the discrinunation between leveis of concepts and
descnptions and leveis of propemes and phenomena is not as abso-
lute as Kim suggests Anyway, to save downward causal explananon
is, in my view, mdeed all we need, masmuch as the notton of 'real'
DC brmgs wah it the very issue dtscussed here, 'What does tt mean
to say that a pattem, a property, a causal infiuence is realr

7. Concludmg remarks

The account of emergence developed here is, in some respects, cid-
ferent from influential emergenttst plulosoplues I argue that, even if
an emergent property is shown to be predictable from the Icnowledge
about a system's parts, it can still be charactenzed as `emergent' And
the same holds, I claim, for the explanation of an emergent prop-
erty on the grounds of a system's microstructure It is true that the
concepts of explanation and prediction figure prommently in several
emergennst philosophies (cf Kim 1999 6), but, even from a nulder
reahst standpoint, m which the dtstmction between epistemology
and ontology is blurred, one should not overlook that epistemologi-
cal procedures such as explananon and prediction cannot ehmmate
entales m the ontology of a given science If we expiam, say, the
propernes of a metalhc body through the principies of quantum me-
chamcs and sohd-state physics, this will not make it iose its distinc-
tive propernes In our descrotions There is a fundamental difference
between the explanauon of the reasons why an entity shows a given
property and the descnpuon of that ennty as possessing that property
As there are different kmds of statements within a paradigm, the dis-
tmction between explanation, prediction and descnption still holds
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when one assumes that eptstemology and ontology are closely inter-
twmed Predictions, explanations and descnpnons are different kmds
of narranves produced by distmct rules of a science-specific game of
language

I also argue that it is necessary to moderate the comrrutment to
property duahsm found m most emergentist phtlosoplues, proposing
weaker accounts of emergence 17 These accounts can be compati-
ble with a weak epistemological reduction (Bunge 1977a), and this
mode of reduction, by its turn, can lead to a new kind of unity of
science, without levehng By takmg Dennetes nuld realism as a
metaphilosophical stance, I mtend to eschew the idea that only states
constituted by physical particulars having physical propernes, or by
a number of physical pamculars related by a certain physical rela-
tion, should be accepted as 'real' and figure In our laws and theories
Rather, any `real' entny amounts, from that perspective, to a suitable
way of conceptualizing the world, and, although the physical domam
mcludes ali other domam of phenomena In most current theones
of leveis, it is not the case that physical descaptions always provtde
the best pattems for our attempts to understand the world Tlus is a
kind of epistemological and methodological plea for the irreducibility
of higher-level theones wluch will not be enough for many thmkers,
who adv 'acate a stronger ontologically-based irreduabihty, but it ful-
fills the reasons why I have been loolang for a stance which avoids a
number of (m my view) undestrable consequences of classical reduc-
nonism

Many terms employed in das paper have a strong realtst fiavor
How can we make them compatible with a rnilder realtst approach
such as Dennetes? As regards this problem, I vvill simply say that I do
not intend to avoid the tension between the kind of realism typical of
the emergence debate and the milder form of realism assumed here
Rather, 1 wish to embrace this very tension, ia order to highlight the
nature of the problems we have to deal with when we put 'ato doubt
the sort of realism presupposed by most emergenttsts and also by their
cnncs Anyway, I would hke to offer m tilas last section some nunal
icicas regardmg the compatibility of my arguments vvith a mild reahst
approach (for a more detailed discussion, see El-Harn & Pffilstrom
2002)
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Consider, first, that we never have in our descnpnons of the world
anythmg like the 'bit map' in Dennetes arguments We do not have
access to somethmg that could be charactenzed as a 'verba= quota-
non' of the externai reality So, we have always to deal with different
kinds of descnptton, vnth different relanons between accuracy and
efficiency, and we are never in a position to say that some description
is, for ali purposes, the most adequate one This means that any object
m our descnptions, mcluding the basic physical particles as charac-
tenzed by our best physics, neurons, cells, molecules, etc should be
regarded as 'real pattems', in Dennetes sense Thus, any metaphys-
icai is a discourse mstde the metaphysical component of
scientific paradigms or some similar structure that, ui non-scientific
cultures, guides the way a community of human bemgs mvesttgates
and understands the world

For Anstode, matter was unknowable in ttself (Metaphysics VII
10, 1036a8), e, it could not be understood m the absence of any
form (Physics 111 6, 207a24-32) As our inquiry delved mio matter,
our understandmg would never encounter anythmg but form (Lear
1988 47) 'This cari be tnterpreted m the sense that, at each levei,
what we can come to know is the prmciple of organization (Lear
1988 27) Any knowledge about matter is, iii fact, knowledge about
form one levei below that one whtch is the focus of a particular in-
quiry As our inquines delve mio matte4 we are mcessandy devistng
and explonng dtfferent real pattems (sensu Dennett)

This work is to a great extent an endeavor In the ontology of sci-
ence, deahng with theorencal ennties recognized by sctences as psy-
chology and btology Surely, there is an undernable connection be-
tween the ontology of science and more general metaphystcal ques-
tions Bui when these questions are located within the ontology of
science, they become dependent on the perspective assumed by a
given paradigm as regards its ontology Epistemology and ontology
are inexmcably intertwined when we discuss theorencal entales cre-
ated from the perspective of a certam scientific paradigm When one
examines the ontology of science, it is not the case of dealmg with
a metaphystcs that has to do with the features of ultimate reahty,
rather, one talks about metaphysics m a more restncted sense, con-
cermng the theorencal objects of science It makes perfect sense to
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opt, following Dennett, for a scientific rather than a metaphystcal av-
enue for chscussing the reality of such objects This avenue is consts-
tent with an understanding of metaphysics as the theory of concepts
and their relations (Harré 1985) As regards scientific concepts, a
modem metaphysician (sensu Harré) works In the metaphysical com-
ponent of a chsciplinary matrix, dealmg with the ~st general lands
of scientific objects, which are part of the ontology of science (e g,
bfe, mmd, matter, consmousness, space, time, etc )

As ontological claros are not the only kmd of statements m a
paradigm, it is sul! possible to distinguish between objects, events,
propemes, causes, etc (as elements of an ontological chscourse) and
explanations, theones, hypotheses, etc (as elements of an epistemo-
logical discourse) It is simply that this distinction cannot be taken to
its extremes, justifying the ulea that a discourse about causes, events,
propemes could be understood as a discourse free from paradigmanc
assumptions

In conclusion, I would hke to say that Ido not mtend to argue that
Dennett's nuld reahsm is necessanly the best avenue for discussing
the reality of emergents My contentton is only that fins nulder re-
alist approach may help us advance in the emergence debate, which
has been tradttionally charactenzed by stronger forms of realism. It
is stimulatmg to see the central problems ui emergennst philosophy
from such a rachcally different pomt of view Surely, when we as-
sume a nulder reahst approach, we continue to fight to overcome
our strong realistic comnutments, often embodied ui the very terms
m wluch the emergence debate has been formulated throughout the
years Nonetheless, it is only by pursuing this approach that we will
be able to fully cnticize such tenns and comnutments 18
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Notes

1 'The term `emergence' and as denvatives are usually applied to a vanety
of categones, including propemes, entales, objects, behaviors, phenomena,
laws Nonetheless, ali these different uses can be easily related and ti is
stratghtforward to trace them all back to the notions of 'emergent property'
(see Bedau 2002) or 'emergent structure' I will refer mamly to emergent
'propemes' In this paper
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2 These arguments apply to theorencal predictability, not to mductive pre-
dictability (cf Kun 1999 8)
3 El-Hant & Emmeche (2000) discus,s the difficulties faced by superve-
ruence physicahsm as a putative form of non-reducnve physicalism and ar-
gue for a combination of superveruence and emergence as a way to propose
an interlevel relationship meeting the double requirements of dependence
and nonreducibility (see also Pastrom 2002)
4 What is at stake here is what Kun (1999 26) calls 'rei:leave downward
causation', observed when some activity or event mvolvmg a whole is a
cause o£ or has a causal influence on, the events involvmg its own micro-
constnuents
5 In das connecnon, we can refer to Putnam's (1994, 2000) claim that a
retum to Anstode can be a frua-fui approach m the plulosophy of mmd,
as it may be understood as pardy a reacnon to Anstotle's way of treatmg
the different modes of causanon on the grounds of the different ways the
word 'cause' is used m different contexts As these usages correspond to dif-
ferent causal explanatums, a pragmanc reading of Anstotehan distinctions
between vanous modes of causatton would mut ontological and epistemo-
logical issues We must, however, be careful m attnbunng pragmanst (or
any modera) views to Anstode (see El Harn & Pffilstrom 2002)
6 The Anstotehan notton of final causalay is remterpreted sri dus account
as functional causahty As El-Ham & Emmeche (2000 261) emphastze,
this does not mean that `function' should be idennfied with the Anstotehan
'final cause', nor that the notion of finalny should be used at ali It is sunply
that one should use a set of causal concepts nch enough to deal with the
complexity of living bemgs, mcludmg a concept of funcnon dose to that
usually employed in biological explananons
7 Pattee (1973, 2000) and Salthe (1985) examme the nature of constramts
m complex systems
8 Surely, a complex of mterrelated neuronal groups can be descnbed, at a
lugh levei of abstractton, as a property (cf Kim 1999 6-7) I am only
emphastzing that the supervemence base of a mental property is a lower-
levet state of relatedness among neuronal groups because this will make a
difference to the arguments that follow
9 I am aware of Kun's (1998 80-7) comments about the unportance of con-
salenng the distmcnon between 'leveis' and `orders' when discussing the
Klea of a luerarchy of propernes In the bram I wili develop my arguments
here usmg the concept of not `orders' I will deal elsewhere with
the consequences of the above Istinction to the approach to emergence
1 am proposing here, m particular, as regards possible differences between
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the relations of mental propernes to their physical/biological bases and the
micro-macro relanon that obtams m the case of most biological systems
I have been treatmg these two cases as equivalent, but important dissum-
lannes could be unveiled by considering Kun's arguments about leveis and
orders
10 This is basically consistent with Kim's approach to the relation between
macro-properties and theu basic micro-constituents (see Kim 1999 6-7),
with the difference that my arguments intend to explore a feature whose
consequences I thmk Kun does not suffictently explore, namely, that the
supervemence base of a higher-level property is a lower levei state of relat-
edness among neuronal groups
11 It is certainly necessary to analyze whether the approach developed here
entalis the troublesome possibility that important features of our discourses
such as values and freedom of acnon or of the wili be regarded as mere
illusions For the moment, I will ;list suggest that certam current theones
about brain structure and funcnon, as Edelman's theory of neuronal group
selection, might make room for free will, as they claun that the very neural
bases of mental funcnons are largely condutoned by an previous
expenence
12 will not deal here with the techmcal details of Baas' approach 'The
notation was sunplified followmg Emmeche (1997) li is not Baas' ongmal
one
13 Ir is important to say some words about 'Identity theones' First, they are
opposed to any account of nuncis as non-physical objects, a `non-physicar
object being understood as an object which is not mcluded In the physical
domam (contra the hypothesis of the inclusivity of leveis See Emmeche et
ai 1997, 2000, El-Hant Emmeche 2000), and, thus, can ~late phystcal
laws or orgaruzational principies Second, this requirement for our under-
standmg of the mmd is captured in the claun that mmds can be identified
with brams, at least in the forms of hfe as we know it ai irs earthly mstances
Mental events are, m this sense, identical wah physical-biological processes
m the bram Third, an Identity theory of mmd states that each instance of
a mental property lias a neural correlate with wiuch ir is to be idenn& -d-
Nonetheless, this claim cannot take the classical form of the mmd-bram
Identity theory (e g, Smart [195911997), simply identifying psychological
types (propernes, kmds) with physical types, as we h.ave to take trito account
multiple realizability (Fumam [196711997) Nevertheless, we also have to
deal with Kim's inultiple-type physicalism (see Kim 1993, 1996, 1998) Ou
the grounds of a tacit assumpnon ai Putnam's argument, namely, that a
physical state realizing a mental event is at least nomologically sufficient
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for it, Kim concludes that, wlule multiple realuability offers a compellmg
argument against global mind-body reducnon, zt entatis local reductions
(restncted to specific domam, such as particular biological species or kmds
of physical structures) from psychological predicates and theones to ther
biological/physical bases But we should never Jose from sight that the neu
tal correlates with which a mental property is identified are always complex
sets of mterrelated neuronal groups or neural maps, so that a huge amount
of information is likely to be lost if we simply deçcnbe such biological bases
as monadic propemes

Dennett (1991a) is the main source here, but see also Dennett (1987,
1991b)
15 Dennett's mild realism has a number of connections with pragmansm,
but some pragmansts worry about the confinement of ontological commit-
ments to their scientific efficacy and frintfulness As Pihlstrom (2002) ar-
gues, the exclusive emphasis ou scenufic usefulness is unnecessanly nar-
row I have to say that I agree with [um, and beheve that we should take
uno account not only a cntenon of setena& utiht but also the pragmatic
work done by emergent propernes in our wider attempts to understand the
world we live m The confinement of my arguments to scientific usefulness
should be understood as simply a consequence of the fact that I am mamly
interested m the theorencal ennties used hy the natural sciences
16 Reproduced by kmd permission of Dr Daniel Dennett
17 PlIstrõm (2002) comments that, as they assume a strong saem& or
metaphysical reahsm as a metaplulosoplucal buis, strong emergentists try to
demonstrate that there really are emergent propernes In the basic structure
of the world itself, while weaker emergennsts and non emergentists attempt
to show the opposite As I give up that strong realistic prerruse, I am not
trying to say that there really are no emergent properttes in the structure of
the world itsel£ but rather that emergents are good modelmg/explanatory
tools and, for bemg scientifically useful, should be regarded as real
18 I am indebted to jason Scott Robert, Sanu PihIscám, Paulo Abrantes,
Olival Freire Jt, João Carlos Sanes and Osvaldo Pessoa jt for ther com-
ments Research supported by CAPES, FAPEX and CADCT


